Guest-Induced Ultrasensitive Detection of Multiple Toxic Organics and Fe3+ Ions in a Strategically Designed and Regenerative Smart Fluorescent Metal-Organic Framework.
Luminescent metal-organic frameworks (LMOFs) are promising functional materials for sustainable applications, where an analyte-induced multiresponsive system with good recyclability is beneficial for detecting numerous lethal pollutants. We designed and built the dual-functionalized, three-dimensional Zn(II)-framework [Zn3( bpg)1.5( azdc)3]·(DMF)5.9·(H2O)1.05 (CSMCRI-1) using an -OH group-integrated bpg linker and a -N═N- moiety containing H2 azdc ligand, which functions as a unique tetrasensoric fluorescent probe. The activated CSMCRI-1 (1') represents the hitherto unreported pillar-layer framework for extremely selective fluorescence quenching by nitrofurazone antibiotics as well as explosive nitro-aromatic 2,4,6-trinitrophenol, where ultrasensitive detection is achieved for both the electron-lacking analytes. Impressively, 1' represents the first ever MOF for significant fluorescence "turn-on" detection of toxic and electron-rich 4-aminophenol in the concurrent presence of isomeric analogues. Density functional theory calculations highlight the specific importance of pillar functionalization in the "turn-on" or "turn-off" responses of 1' by electronically divergent toxic organics and provide further proof of supramolecular interactions between the framework and analytes. The fluorescence intensity of 1' dramatically quenches by a trace amount of Fe3+ ions over other competing metal ions, alongside visible colorimetric change of the framework in solid and solution phase upon Fe3+ encapsulation. The sensing ability of 1' remains unaltered for multiple cycles toward all lethal pollutants. The sensing mechanism is attributed to both dynamic and static quenching as well as resonance energy transfer, which strongly comply with the predictions of theoretical simulations. Considering the long-term and real-time monitoring, AND as well as OR molecular logic gates are constructed based on the discriminative fluorescence response for each analyte that provides a platform to fabricate smart LMOFs with multimode logic operations.